Webex delivers seamless collaboration in every space

Creating experiences where ideas grow, expand, multiply, and thrive.

Simple, secure, and intelligent collaboration in any space, from the desktop to the boardroom

The desk
The huddle space
The ideation room
The boardroom

And for a holistic view of all your Webex services, including devices in the office and at home, Webex Control Hub provides rich insight into your workspaces, ensuring the best collaboration.

The entire Webex devices portfolio works seamlessly with the Webex App, Webex Calling, and the productivity tools you use every day.

A day in the life

See how Webex creates an intelligent, integrated workplace experience through the eyes of one innovative technology company

A day in the life

Webex Desk

• Instant join: Informs her of upcoming meetings which she can join at the push of a button.
• Quality video and premium sound: Makes it easy to hear and interact with her team. She doesn’t miss a beat.
• Noise detection and suppression: Ensures that distracting background noises aren’t picked up.
• Digital whiteboarding: Allows her to collect real-time feedback on progress from the team.
• Software agnostic: Makes it simple for the team to join the client’s third-party meeting with a push of a button and leverage the powerful camera, speakers, and audio of the Webex Room Kit Mini.
• Intelligent views: Ensures that the speaker is always in frame no matter where they are in the room.

Webex Room Kit Mini

• Powerful integrations: Provides them with the ability to instantly join Webex and third-party meetings, while providing effortless access to productivity tools with web apps.
• Co-creation: Lets them annotate on the design file, leverage digital stickies, and create mockups for future enhancements.
• Multi-way whiteboarding: Supports simultaneous collaboration in the meeting space and beyond with active pens and the ability for everyone to participate on any device.

Webex Board Pro

• Immersive experience: Provides the highest-quality experience so it feels like participants are sitting in the same room.
• Directional sound: Emulates the in-person experience.
• Dedicated content screen: Allows her to share the release plan while still maintaining the immersive experience.

Webex Room Panorama

• Personalized space: Transforms any shared space into a personalized space so Jess can view her calendar and join her meetings at the push of a button just by docking her phone.
• Desktop collaboration hub: Allows her to connect to the monitor and USB webcam in seconds.
• Device pairing and charging: Provides her with phone and headset pairing and charging while she works.
• Webex Assistant: Provides a zero-touch experience so she can join calls and control the entire meeting experience with just her voice.

The boardroom

The ideation room
The huddle space

Jess and her team meet with the senior VP to provide an update on the next software release.

The UX team meets to share ideas on how they can improve the application design.

Jess finds an open desk after meeting with the client to review action items.

After receiving a Microsoft Teams meeting invite, the design team heads to a huddle space in preparation for the client briefing.

Jess starts the day by prioritizing her work and conducting a stand-up meeting with her team.